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Abstract
Legged locomotion of robots can be greatly improved by bioinspired tribological structures and by applying the principles 
of computational morphology to achieve fast and energy-efficient walking. In a previous research, we mounted shark skin 
on the belly of a hexapod robot to show that the passive anisotropic friction properties of this structure enhance locomotion 
efficiency, resulting in a stronger grip on varying walking surfaces. This study builds upon these results by using a previously 
investigated sawtooth structure as a model surface on a legged robot to systematically examine the influences of different 
material and surface properties on the resulting friction coefficients and the walking behavior of the robot. By employing 
different surfaces and by varying the stiffness and orientation of the anisotropic structures, we conclude that with having 
prior knowledge about the walking environment in combination with the tribological properties of these structures, we can 
greatly improve the robot’s locomotion efficiency.

Keywords Friction anisotropy · Walking robots · Biomechanics · Asymmetric topography · Stiffness · Computational 
morphology

1 Introduction

Legged locomotion enables animals to traverse a multitude 
of different terrains efficiently and quickly. Robotics has 
mimicked the natural models, creating robots specialized 
in fast [1, 2] and energy-efficient [3, 4] locomotion with the 
ability to traverse rough terrain [5, 6] or to move and interact 
with human environments [7, 8]. Legged locomotion greatly 
relies on a stable and predictable contact between robot feet 

and the substrate. Thus, when facing different substrates, the 
robot has to adapt in order to retain stable and controllable 
locomotion. This can be achieved either by using feedback 
control, resulting in great computational cost, or by utilizing 
computational morphology [9, 10], i.e., specific robot struc-
tures and materials facilitating control. Here, by exploiting 
material and mechanical properties of surface structures for 
stable surface grip, the morphology of the robot itself can 
enhance the walking behavior. Many approaches for stable 
grip employ orientation-dependent anisotropy: a direction 
dependency of the mechanical properties based on the pull-
ing direction against or along a surface structure on a sub-
strate [11]. A variety of applications employing this concept 
has been developed such as specific peeling mechanisms of 
gecko-like adhesives [12, 13], specific gripper movement 
controls for pipe-climbing robots [14], specific body and leg 
structures with compliant feet and microstructures [15–17], 
distributed inward gripping with torsion springs in the foot 
[18], high-friction rubber on peg legs with multi-step motion 
planning [19], and even satellite grappling applications in 
space [20]. Another aspect of orientation-dependent anisot-
ropy has been also studied in active scales which induce 
frictional anisotropy for efficient snake locomotion (e.g., 
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sidewinding and rectilinear locomotion) [21–23]. This 
active scale-enhanced frictional anisotropy principle has 
been further explored and applied for locomotion of snake-
like robots [24, 25].

To date, many functional surfaces have been investigated 
and developed, but for mainly one specific task or substrate 
in mind [15, 26, 27]. However, the world is very diverse, 
resulting in a multitude of different tasks on a large variety 
of different substrates, e.g., rigid and compliant ones.

To improve grip and locomote fast and efficiently, we pre-
viously investigated a passive anisotropic scale-like material 
(e.g., shark skin) on different substrates for robot locomotion 
[28]. The frictional anisotropy of the shark skin’s sloped 
denticles enables the robot to stably grip on the substrate 
by strong mechanical interlocking in one direction while 
allowing for an easy release from the substrate in the oppo-
site direction. This way, the robot can efficiently walk on an 
incline without sliding downward.

In a further study [11], we investigated anisotropic 
friction properties of a bio-inspired asymmetrically 
structured sawtooth-like surface as a model anisotropic 
surface (Fig. 1a). We found that depending on the saw-
tooth structure and substrate properties, one of two main 
friction mechanisms dominates friction anisotropy: adhe-
sion-mediated friction or mechanical interlocking. Adhe-
sion-mediated friction, resulting from large contact areas 
between sawtooth structure and substrate, dominates the 
friction anisotropy mostly when pulling soft samples along 
the sawtooth structure on smooth substrates. In contrast, 

mechanical interlocking is most prominent when pulling 
rigid sawtooth structures against the sawtooth structure on 
rougher substrates.

This means that friction anisotropy is not solely a 
result of the anisotropic topography of the structure but 
can be modified by changing the sawtooth structure stiff-
ness or the substrate roughness, ultimately resulting in a  
changeover of the dominant friction mechanism. When 
changing one of these parameters, the anisotropic surface 
can even exhibit a switching of friction anisotropy, i.e., a 
complete inversion of the predominant orientation, of a 
sawtooth-structured surface [11].

In this work, we systematically investigate how attach-
ing the anisotropic model sawtooth structure [11] to a 
hexapod robot [28] (see Fig. 1b) influences its walking 
efficiency and speed on various substrates depending on 
the sawtooth structure orientation. Furthermore, we can 
show that the inversion of friction anisotropy also occurs 
in real-life environments when walking over different sub-
strates or when changing the walking direction.

We employ two different stiffnesses for the sawtooth 
structures, one rigid (Young’s moduli of order 1-10GPa) 
and one soft rubber-like (Young’s modulus of order 
1 MPa). By attaching them to the robot’s belly, we perform 
static tests to determine the slipping angle of the system on 
three different substrates. Also, we perform dynamic tests 
where the locomotion performance of the robot with the 
anisotropic structures attached is evaluated on the same 
substrates. This enables us to understand the effect of ani-
sotropic structures for faster and more efficient grip and 
locomotion of the hexapod robot.

2  Materials and methods

2.1  Sawtooth structure preparation

The sawtooth structures were prepared as described in 
[11] by molding a metal template in two different stiff-
nesses. The metal template was produced by wirecutting 
a metal plate (40 mm x 40 mm x 3 mm) according to the 
profile shown in Fig. 1a. The soft sawtooth structure was 
cast from the metal template with polydimethylsiloxane 
(PDMS: Sylgard 184 [Dow Corning Corp., Midland, MI, 
USA]) with a Young’s modulus of around 2 MPa [29]. 
The rigid sawtooth structures were molded from such soft 
sawtooth structures, which had been produced additionally 
and were not used further for friction measurements, with 
epoxy resin (Araldite AW 106 resin and HV953 Hard-
ener [Vantico Pty. Ltd, Hongkong, China]) with a Young’s 
modulus of about 5 GPa [30].

Fig. 1  Anisotropic structures and hexapod walking robot. a Profile of 
the sawtooth structure. b Three sawtooth structures installed on the 
belly and head of the hexapod walking robot AMOSII
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2.2  Bio‑inspired walking machine

The walking machine AMOSII used in this study is a biologi-
cally inspired hexapod hardware platform. Each of its six iden-
tical legs (Fig. 1b) has three joints (three degrees of freedom). 
The thoracocoxal (TC-) joint connects the thorax (main struc-
ture/body/head) and the coxa (the first segment of the leg) and 
enables forward ( +) and backward (-) movements. The coxo-
trochanteral (CTr-) joint connects the coxa and the trochanter 
(the small second segment of the leg) with the femur (the third 
segment of the leg) and enables elevation (+) and depression 
(-) of the leg. The femoro-tibial (FTi-) joint connects the tro-
chanter with the femur and the tibia (the fourth segment of 
the leg), enabling extension ( +) and flexion (-) of the tibia. 
The morphology of this multi-jointed leg is modeled on an 
insect leg but the segmented tarsus (foot) is ignored. In insects, 
the tarsus or foot is the final or distal part of the leg. It typi-
cally consists of five segments with one or two claws at the last 
segment. Here, we use simple rubber semicircle feet instead. 
The robot body consists of two segments: a front segment (i.e., 
head) where two front legs are installed and a central body 
segment (i.e., belly) where the two middle and the two hind 
legs are attached. They are connected by one active backbone 
joint. This backbone joint can lean the head segment upward 
and bend it downward for climbing over an obstacle [31] while 
during walking it stays at zero degree. In total, the robot has 19 
active joints (three joints at each leg, one backbone joint). They 
are driven by digital servomotors (HSR-5990 TG). Besides the 
motors, the robot has various sensors to monitor the robot’s 
state and generate stimulus-induced behavior (e.g., phototro-
pism and obstacle avoidance) [32]. A Multi-Servo IO-Board 
(MBoard) to digitize all sensory input signals and generate a 
pulse-width-modulated signal to control servomotor position is 
used. For the robot walking experiments here, the MBoard was 
connected to a personal computer on which the robot controller 
was implemented. The update frequency was 25 Hz. Electrical 
power supply was provided by batteries: one 11.1 V lithium 
polymer 3200 mAh for all servomotors and two 11.1 V lithium 
polymers 910 mAh for the electronic board (MBoard) and all 
sensors (for more details see [33]). In this study, the backbone 
joint of AMOSII was set to zero degree and we used only a 
current sensor to monitor energy consumption during robot 
experiments.

2.3  Friction experiments

We conducted static experiments to investigate the fric-
tion coefficients of the sawtooth structures when attached 
to the robot (see Fig. 2), followed by dynamic experiments 
to investigate the walking efficiency depending on sawtooth 
structure orientation and sawtooth structure-substrate com-
bination (see Figs. 3, 4). We evaluated walking efficiency by 
calculating the specific resistance �A:

Fig. 2  Static measurements. a Sawtooth structure orientations (ante-
rior and posterior) for static and dynamic experiments on an inclined 
surface with angle θ. b,c Maximum angles and calculated friction 
coefficients of the soft structure b and of the rigid structure c on all 
substrates in both sample orientations
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with the consumed energy E, the weight of AMOSII acting 
on the substrate mgcos(θ), and the distance traveled d.

Three identical sawtooth structures of either the rigid or 
the soft material were mounted on the belly of the walking 
robot AMOSII (with weight of m = 56.84 N, as in [28]). The 
sawtooth structures were either all in posterior or in ante-
rior orientation (see Fig. 2a). The walking experiments were 
conducted on three different substrates, a rigid substrate 
(laminated plywood), a soft substrate (foam mat covering 
the plywood board), and a rough/felt-like substrate (carpet 
covering the plywood board). See Fig. 3c for pictures of the 
robot walking on all three different substrates.

2.4  Neural locomotion control

Neural control for locomotion generation of the bio-inspired 
walking machine AMOSII was previously developed in [33]. 
The control consists of three main neural networks: Cen-
tral pattern generator (CPG)-based control network with 

� =
E

mgd cos �

neuromodulation, neural CPG postprocessing network, 
and neural motor control network. The CPG-based control 
network can generate different rhythmic signals for differ-
ent gaits by setting different values of the neuromodulation 
parameter. The CPG rhythmic signals are further shaped by 
the postprocessing network to obtain smooth leg movements. 
The postprocessed signals are transmitted to all leg joints of 
AMOSII via the motor control network. The motor control 
network has two different subnetworks (phase switching 
network [PSN] and velocity regulating networks [VRNs]) 
that can regulate the phase and amplitude of the signals for 
generating different walking directions (i.e., forward, back-
ward and turning). All neurons of the locomotion control 
network are modeled as discrete-time non-spiking neurons. 
They are updated with a frequency of approximately 25 Hz. 
The activity  ai of each neuron develops according to:

where n denotes the number of units,  Bi an internal bias 
term or a stationary input to neuron i, and  Wij the synaptic 

ai(t) =

n
∑

j=1

Wij oj(t − 1) + Bi, i = 1, ..., n

Fig. 3  a,b Specific resistance of the soft a and the rigid structure b 
on all substrates in both sawtooth structure orientations (anterior and 
posterior). c Hexapod walking robot on all three substrates (rough, 
rigid and soft). d Contact area of sawtooth structure and substrate 

does not trivially depend on the sawtooth structure and substrate elas-
ticities: the schematic representation exemplarily shows the increase 
in contact area depending on sawtooth structure elasticity and sub-
strate
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strength of the connection from neuron j to neuron i. The 
output  oi of all neurons of the control network is calculated 
by using the hyperbolic tangent (tanh) transfer function, i.e., 
 oi = tanh(ai), ∈ [-1,1], except for the CPG postprocessing 
neurons using a step function and the motor neurons using 
piecewise linear transfer functions. The complete descrip-
tion of the locomotion control network can be seen in [33].

In this study, we use the neural locomotion control with-
out any sensory feedback and modification for our robot 
experiments, i.e., it acts as an open-loop pattern generator. 
We set the value of the neuromodulation parameter of the 
control in a way that it generates a slow wave gait for walk-
ing up a slope without any gait adaptation (Fig. 4b–e). Thus, 
the robot uses the same gait in all experiments and the loco-
motion efficiency is only derived from the contribution of 
the sawtooth structure material. Using this gait, AMOSII 
walks with a low center of mass and all the legs swing (off 
the ground) and stance (on the ground) almost at the same 
time. As a consequence, the belly of AMOSII touches the 
ground during the swing phase and stays above the ground 
with low ground clearance during the stance phase. An 
advantage of this walking behavior is that AMOSII can rest 
on its belly during the swing phase. Thus, the motors of the 
legs do not need to produce high torque to carry the load 
(i.e., body weight). This also avoids unstable locomotion 
(i.e., tipping over or falling down).

3  Results

We conducted static experiments to investigate the fric-
tion coefficient of the sawtooth structures when attached to 
the robot (see Fig. 2), followed by dynamic experiments to 
investigate the walking efficiency depending on sawtooth 
structure orientation and sawtooth structure-substrate-com-
bination (see Figs. 3, 4).

Three sawtooth-structured samples of one of the two dif-
ferent material stiffnesses were mounted on the belly of the 
walking robot, all either in posterior or in anterior orienta-
tion (see Fig. 2a and Table 1 for an overview of sawtooth 
structures, orientations and substrates employed).

3.1  Static experiments

To investigate the friction coefficient of the sawtooth struc-
tures on different substrates, they were attached to the robot 
and measured on three types of substrate: rigid, soft, and 
rough. The static friction coefficient was obtained from 
the maximum slope angle θ by increasing the slope of the 
substrate until the robot started sliding downward. For each 
combination of orientation, sawtooth structure stiffness and 
substrate, the friction coefficient μ was calculated from this 
maximum inclination angle θ of the board by μ = tan (θ).

The soft sawtooth structure (see Fig. 2b) generally exhib-
ited higher friction coefficients. Friction anisotropy of the 

Fig. 4  Dynamic measurements. a Experimental setup and snapshots 
of the experiments at 20, 62 and 136 s with soft substrate, soft saw-
tooth structure material and anterior sample orientation. b–d Exam-
ple of the motor control signals, which are the outputs of the neural 
control for controlling robot motor joint positions during walking 
up the slope with the soft sawtooth structure in anterior orientation 
on soft substrate (as shown in a). Since the neural control used here 

acts as an open-loop control without sensory feedback and gait adap-
tation, the motor control signals are also similar in all experimental 
conditions (i.e. rigid/soft structures, rigid/rough/soft substrate, ante-
rior/posterior orientation). e Gait diagram of AMOSII walking up 
the slope. f,g Walking speed on the different substrates f for the soft 
structure and g for the rigid structure
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soft structure was mostly observed on the rigid substrate, 
where the sawtooth structures in anterior orientation exhib-
ited more than twice the friction coefficient of the posterior 
orientation.

For the rigid sawtooth structure (results are shown in 
Fig. 2c), the highest friction is also generated on the soft 
substrate, the lowest friction on the rigid substrate. However, 
in contrast to the soft sawtooth structure, friction anisotropy 
is much more pronounced on the soft and rough substrates, 
while no anisotropy was observed on the rigid substrate.

The inversion of friction anisotropy represents the change 
in the predominant direction of motion. This can be observed 
when changing the elasticity of the sawtooth structure on the 
soft substrate (see Fig. 2b, c). For the soft sawtooth struc-
ture, orientation in anterior position yields the highest fric-
tion value; however, for the rigid sawtooth structure, highest 
friction is observed for the posterior orientation.

This effect comes from the change in the dominant fric-
tion mechanism from contact area (adhesion)-mediated fric-
tion [34, 35] to mechanical interlocking [36–40]. Due to the 
different degrees of mechanical deformation of the sawtooth 
structures, the friction behavior of the soft sawtooth struc-
ture is mainly dominated by contact area-mediated friction 
when pulled with the sawtooth structure (anterior orien-
tation), while the rigid sawtooth structure exhibits strong 
mechanical interlocking on all but the flat rigid substrate 
when pulled against the sawtooth structure (posterior orien-
tation). Thus here, the higher friction coefficient depends on 
the orientation of the sawtooth structures and changes from 
anterior (soft sawtooth structure) to posterior (rigid sawtooth 
structure) orientation, the anisotropy of the asymmetric 
structure inverts depending only on the sawtooth structure 
stiffness (see Fig. 3d for a schematic representation of the 
varying contact area for adhesion-mediated friction for dif-
ferent sawtooth structure elasticities and substrates).

3.2  Dynamic experiments

To investigate locomotion efficiency, we measured the 
power consumption as well as the walking speed when 
the robot, with the sawtooth structures attached to its 
belly, climbed up a slope with a fixed angle of θ = 20°. 

We evaluated walking efficiency by calculating the specific 
resistance ε. The lower ε, the more efficient the robot’s 
locomotion. During the experiments, the robot walked 
up the slope in a wave gait, which alternates between the 
swing phase, in which the body rests on the substrate and 
the legs are put forward consecutively, and the stance 
phase, where the body is lifted off the ground and then 
pushed forward (see Fig. 4b-e). In the swing phase, the ani-
sotropic structures on the belly of the robot need to exhibit 
high friction forces to prevent the robot from sliding down, 
while in the stance phase, the sawtooth structures should 
minimize friction forces when the body is pushed forward 
since during lifting off the ground and setting down, as well 
as during pushing forward on hairy or springy substrates, 
friction needs to be minimal.

We can observe the advantages of our sawtooth struc-
tures’ anisotropic properties, as determined in the static 
experiments, for the robot locomotion in all dynamic meas-
urements. Huge disparities in specific resistance ε (see 
Fig. 3) as well as in the corresponding walking speed (see 
Fig. 4) [41] are visible depending on the orientation and 
elasticity of the sawtooth structure and on the substrate. 
With the soft sawtooth structures attached to the robot (for 
results see Fig. 3b), the most efficient walking, i.e., the low-
est specific resistance ε is achieved on the soft substrate in 
both sawtooth structure orientations as well as on the rigid 
substrate with the sawtooth structure in anterior orienta-
tion. Anisotropy is less pronounced for the soft substrate but 
occurs strongly on the rough and rigid substrates. However, 
the anisotropy differs greatly for these two substrates, as 
an inversion of friction anisotropy can be observed: On the 
rough substrate, the posterior sawtooth structure orientation 
yields a lower specific resistance, while on the rigid and soft 
substrate, the anterior sawtooth structure orientation yields 
lower specific resistance.

With the rigid sawtooth structures attached to the robot 
(see Fig. 3c), posterior sawtooth structure orientation results 
in a lower specific resistance on the soft and the rough sub-
strates, with the soft substrate exhibiting the lowest specific 
resistance. Only for the rigid sawtooth structure on the rigid 
substrate, due to the low friction coefficient of this sawtooth 
structure-substrate combination, the robot slides down the 
slope regardless of the sawtooth structure orientation. Thus, 
high forces against sliding down the slope are needed, while 
the large differences in specific resistances for all other saw-
tooth structure-substrate combinations clearly show that low 
friction coefficients in movement direction of the robot are 
of huge benefit.

Regarding the walking speed (see Fig. 4f, g), an effect of 
sawtooth structure orientation and sawtooth structure stiff-
ness can be seen: A change in sawtooth structure orientation 
results in a 47% increase in walking speed for the rigid saw-
tooth structure on the soft substrate. By varying the sawtooth 

Table 1  Overview of sawtooth structures, orientations and substrates 
used in this study

sawtooth structure material: soft
rigid

sawtooth structure orientation: anterior
posterior

substrate: soft
rough
rigid
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structure stiffness, an 89% increase in walking speed can be 
achieved for the anterior orientation on the soft substrate.

In general, stronger friction anisotropy was observed for 
the rigid sawtooth structures. However, they failed on the rigid 
substrate and performed worse on the soft substrate due to the 
strong deformation of the substrate and resulting mechanical 
interlocking with the rigid sawtooth structures, slowing the 
robot down.

The most effective substrate for robot locomotion, for all 
sawtooth structure elasticities and orientations, was the soft 
substrate. While the soft sawtooth structure provided suffi-
ciently good friction to enable locomotion on the rigid sub-
strate, the friction coefficient of the rigid sawtooth structures 
was too low for locomotion on this substrate. On the rough 
substrate, both sawtooth structure elasticities showed the 
worst walking efficiencies, thus showing the importance of 
the interplay of sawtooth structure and substrate for the fric-
tion properties.

A change in substrate material also results in an inversion 
of friction anisotropy. This previously unobserved effect can 
be seen for the soft sawtooth structure (see Fig. 4f): On the 
rough substrate, specific resistance is higher in anterior orien-
tation, while for the other two substrates, specific resistance 
in posterior orientation is higher. This can be explained by the 
respective dominant friction mechanisms. On the rigid and soft 
substrates, friction anisotropy results from high forces in ante-
rior sawtooth structure orientation due to adhesion-mediated 
friction. On the rough substrate, however, adhesion-mediated 
friction in anterior position decreases drastically due to the 
minimal contact area on the very rough felt-like substrate [42]. 
This is in accordance with the static experiments in Fig. 2b, 
where friction anisotropy is observed on the soft and on the 
rigid but not on the rough substrate. Thus, the anisotropic 
properties of the soft sawtooth structures on the rough sub-
strate observed for the dynamic robot experiments seem to 
originate from the mechanical deformation of the sawtooth 
structures during locomotion (e.g., deformation during change 
between stance and swing phases), which is higher in posterior 
orientation than in anterior orientation due to the asymmetric 
shape of the sawtooth structures [43].

4  Conclusion

We could successfully show that using anisotropic struc-
tures at the belly of the robot to generate friction can 
greatly enhance fast and energy-efficient robot locomotion. 
In accordance with previous work [11], we could show that 
friction anisotropy is not only determined by the asym-
metric topography of the sawtooth structures [43], but that 
other material properties can also fundamentally influence 
the friction anisotropy and even invert them. Note that 
without anisotropic structures attached to the robot’s belly, 

the robot slipped, thereby having difficulty climbing up 
a slope. In contrast, when using an isotropic high fric-
tion sample attached to the robot’s belly, it could strongly 
attach to, e.g., rough substrate, thereby preventing slip but 
could not move forward since it was almost impossible to 
release from the substrate (see [28]). However, low fric-
tion is needed when the robot moves forward on the steep 
incline or on even ground. Therefore, anisotropic friction 
is beneficial for achieving the desired energy-efficient 
robot locomotion by combining high friction forces for 
grip with low resistance for forward motion. Anisotropic 
structures clearly facilitate locomotion, with large differ-
ences in locomotion efficiency and walking speed depend-
ing on the sawtooth structure orientation, elasticity and on 
the substrate type. Prior knowledge about the tribological 
properties of the anisotropic structures on the robot belly 
in contact with various substrates is absolutely necessary 
to enable efficient locomotion.

We could show that asymmetrical topographies generat-
ing anisotropic friction may behave completely differently 
depending on their stiffness as well as on the substrate 
properties, possibly resulting in an inversion of friction 
anisotropy. Thus exhibiting a preferred sawtooth structure 
orientation for walking, it could, e.g., be beneficial for the 
robot to climb an incline backward to exploit the anisot-
ropy of its attachment structures if knowledge about the 
substrate (e.g., by optic sensors or prior knowledge of the 
environment) indicates that this direction of locomotion 
will be more efficient for this specific sawtooth structure-
substrate combination.

Additionally, we showed that efficient robot locomo-
tion requires more than simply attaching anisotropic struc-
tures to the robot’s belly: It is beneficial to investigate the 
structures’ tribological properties in detail, because their 
anisotropic properties not only depend on their asymmet-
ric topography but on many other factors as well, such as 
stiffness or aspect ratio (see [11] for further discussion). 
For a better understanding of the transition from adhesion-
mediated friction to mechanical interlocking as the domi-
nant friction mechanisms depending on the structure’s 
elastic modulus as well as geometrical shape in combina-
tion with different loading parameters, more research will 
be conducted. Moreover, it is also necessary to consider 
the substrates which the robot walks on, because changing 
the substrate may invert friction anisotropy. It could be 
beneficial to also investigate the effect of contamination, 
e.g., by fluids or particles on the robot’s locomotion and 
its complex interplay with anisotropic structures. Since the 
elastic modulus of the sawtooth structures plays a crucial 
role for the friction properties as well as for the inver-
sion of friction anisotropy, future experiments could also 
examine the effect of intermediate moduli values on this 
tribo-robotic system. Finally, the dynamic movements of 
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the robot may affect the substrate itself, e.g., by deforming 
a softer substrate due to the robot’s weight, thus influenc-
ing the effects of sawtooth structure-substrate interaction.
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